Aims The sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score has been a widely used predictor of outcomes in the intensive care unit, whereas short-term and long-term survivals of heart failure (HF) patients are predicted by the American Heart Association Get With the Guidelines-Heart Failure (GWTG-HF) risk score. The purpose of present study was to examine whether the SOFA score on admission is more useful for predicting long-term mortality in acute HF patients than the GWTG-HF risk score. Methods and results A total of 269 patients (mean age, 78.5 ± 10.9 years; all-cause mortality, 53.9%) seen in a single facility from January 2007 to December 2016 were enrolled retrospectively. They were followed up for a mean of 32.1 ± 22.3 months. All-cause death was associated with higher SOFA and GWTG-HF risk scores. However, no significant difference was observed in the area under the curve value between the scores. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis indicated that higher SOFA scores (P < 0.001) and GWTG-HF risk scores (P < 0.001) were related to increased probabilities of all-cause death. On multivariate Cox proportional hazard model analysis, the SOFA score (P < 0.001) and GWTG-HF (P < 0.001) score were independent predictors of all-cause death. Incorporating the SOFA score into the GWTG-HF risk score yielded a significant net reclassification improvement and integrated discrimination improvement. On decision curve analysis, the net benefit of the SOFA score model when compared with the reference model was greater across the range of threshold probabilities. Conclusions In acute HF patients, long-term all-cause mortality can be predicted by the SOFA score. Discriminative performance metrics, such as net reclassification improvement, integrated discrimination improvement, and decision curve analysis, for predicting mortality were improved when the SOFA score was incorporated.
Introduction
The sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score was developed in order to provide an objective and quantitative assessment of organ dysfunction of patients in septic intensive care unit (ICU).@ [1] [2] [3] In recent years, the SOFA score has been a widely used predictor of outcomes in the ICU,@ 4 and it predicted higher long-term mortality in unselected cardiac ICU patients. A published study involving 9961 unselected patients admitted to a cardiac ICU showed that the SOFA score obtained on Day 1 was a good discriminator of short-term and long-term mortality, similar to the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE)-III and APACHE-IV scores.@ 5 The prior study showed that disease-specific risk scores [e.g. The American Heart Association Get With the Guidelines-Heart Failure (GWTG-HF) risk score, APACHE-III, and APACHE-IV] can predict short-term outcomes in HF patients.@ 6, 7 The GWTG-HF risk score allows for 30-day risk stratification for patients hospitalized with HF with reduced (HFrEF) and preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF),@ 6 and it is associated with intermediate and long-term mortality outcomes, along with median survival.@ 8, 9 In this study, the objective was to determine whether the admission SOFA score is useful for predicting long-term mortality in acute HF patients and to assess its discriminative performance compared with the GWTG-HF risk score.
Methods

Patient selection
In this single-centre, retrospective, cohort analysis, the institutional database of patients admitted to the University of Fukui Hospital was used to identify patients ≥18 years old with HF admitted between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2016. HF was diagnosed based on the Framingham criteria. @ 10 Patients whose SOFA and GWTG-HF risk scores were calculated were included. Event-free survival patients who were followed up for less than 1 year were excluded. The follow-up period was truncated at 5 years since a prior study about GWTG-HF risk score demonstrated 5-year survival of HF patients.@ 8
Risk score
The SOFA score was developed as a measure of the severity of organ failure in septic patients by focusing on six organ systems (central nervous, respiratory, cardiovascular, hepatic, renal, and coagulation) that were identified by a literature review. The level of function of each organ is scored from 0 (normal function) to 4 (most abnormal), so that the range of scores is from 0 to 24.@ 5 On the other hand, the GWTG-HF risk score was developed using a multivariable model that identified seven predictor variables. Using the sum of the points assigned for each predictor, the estimated probability of in-hospital mortality for a particular patient can be determined, with the total point score ranging from 0 to 100. @ 8, 9 In post hoc analysis, we performed postmortem analysis for acute HF patients with or without sepsis. Sepsis was diagnosed based on the current clinical criteria and more than 2 ≥ SOFA score.@ 11
Heart failure management
Optimal tolerated medical therapy, including beta blockers, diuretics, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers, and digoxin, was given as appropriate to all HF patients.
Definition of HF with preserved, mid-range, and reduced ejection fraction HF comprises a wide range of patients, from those with a normal left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) [typically considered ≥50%; HF with preserved EF (HFpEF)] to those with a reduced LVEF [typically considered 40%; HF with reduced EF (HFrEF)]. HF with an LVEF in the range of 40-49% was defined as HFmrEF.@ 12 LVEF in all patients was measured using transthoracic echocardiography by the Simpson method of disks or M-mode.
Follow-up and endpoint
This was a single-centre, retrospective, observational study. The primary endpoint of the study was all-cause mortality, based on an electronic review of medical records used for patient death notification and the most recent follow-up date.
Statistical analysis
The categorical variables are reported as numbers (percentages), and groups were compared using the χ 2 test. Continuous variables are reported as mean ± standard deviation, and the groups were compared using Student's t-test. When continuous and categorical variables were compared among more than two groups, ANOVA and the χ 2 test, respectively, were used. Significance was defined as P < 0.05. A Cox proportional hazard model was used for univariate and multivariate analyses to identify risk factors for all-cause death. Multivariate analyses were adjusted for age, sex, EF, SOFA score, GWTG-HF risk score, history of cerebral infarction, and administration of aldosterone blockers. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used to evaluate long-term survival in HF patients as a function of the admission SOFA score tertile, with the log-rank test used to compare groups. A previous study showed that a low Day 1 SOFA score (<2), which is associated with a low short-term mortality risk, may suggest that a cardiac ICU may not be needed for the safe management of a subset of these patients. Hospital survivors who had higher tertiles of the Day 1 SOFA score, grouped as <2, 2 to 3, and ≥4, appeared to have poorer long-term survival. @ 5 The group with SOFA scores ≥4 was separated into two groups. A prior study demonstrated that the GWTG-HF risk score grouped into ≤33, 34 to 50, 51 to 57, and ≥58 groups demonstrated good discrimination for hospital mortality. @ 8, 9 Additive information of the SOFA score was evaluated by integrated discrimination improvement (IDI), net reclassification improvement (NRI), and the area under the curve (AUC), as well as decision curve analysis (DCA).@ 13 Statistical analyses were performed using JMP version 12.0 and R version 3.5.1.
Ethics approval and consent to participate
This trial was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. The institutional review board or independent ethics committee of this participating facility approved the protocol. The need for informed consent was waived by the Research Ethics Committee, because the data were collected retrospectively from electronic medical records. The trial was conducted under the guidance of a steering committee.
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Results
Baseline characteristics
A total of 661 eligible consecutive acute HF patients with acute HF who were seen at our tertiary care hospital from January 2007 to December 2016 were screened. The SOFA score on admission could be calculated retrospectively for 294 patients. A total of 269 patients (136 men) who could complete follow-up evaluation for more than 1 year were enrolled ( Figure @1 ). Their mean age was 78.5 ± 10.9 years, and LVEF was 49.8 ± 16.6%. Mean follow-up was 32.1 ± 22.3 months, with all-cause death occurring in 146 patients (53.9%) ( Figure @1 ). Patients with all-cause death had higher SOFA (4.2 ± 2.3 vs. 2.8 ± 1.8, P < 0.001) and GWTG-HF risk scores (44.0 ± 7.6 vs. 38.1 ± 7.9, P < 0.001) (Table @1 ). In contrast, no significant difference was observed in the AUC value between the SOFA score (AUC, 0.689) and the GWTG-HF risk score (AUC, 0.692). Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis indicated that the optimal cut-off values for the SOFA and GWTG-HF risk scores were 3 (sensitivity 78.8%, specificity 50.4%) and 44 (sensitivity 50.7%, specificity 61.3%), respectively. SOFA score ≥3 and GWTG-HF risk score ≥44 were predictors of all-cause death [hazard ratio (HR), 2.825, 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.922 to 4.279, P < 0.001; and HR, 2.62; 95% CI, 1.885 to 3.634, P < 0.001].
Sepsis was diagnosed based on the current clinical criteria and more than 2 ≥ SOFA score. HF study population into two subgroups: one group with acute HF+ sepsis and the second group with acute HF+ any other cause. There were 40 patients of acute HF+ sepsis. This result showed that there were no significant differences of death [21 (52.5%) vs. 102 (44.5%), P = 0.35] and SOFA score (4.2 ± 2.0 vs. 3.5 ± 2.2, P = 0.056) between two subgroups except for the aetiology of HF and history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Table @3 ).
Kaplan-Meier analysis
We divided the patients into four groups in proportion to the SOFA score (SOFA score < 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 5, and ≥6) or the GWTG-HF risk score (GWTG risk score ≤ 33, 34 to 50, 51 to 57, and ≥58). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrated that higher SOFA scores (P < 0.001) and GWTG-HF risk scores (P < 0.001) were associated with higher probabilities of allcause death ( Figure @2A ,B). The clinical course was significantly worse in patients with higher SOFA and GWTG-HF risk scores. The SOFA score and the GWTG-HF risk score showed significant associations with death in patients with preserved and reduced EF on Kaplan-Meier survival analysis ( Figure  @2C ,D).
Multivariate Cox proportional hazard model
A multivariate Cox proportional hazard model was developed with adjustment for age, sex, EF, SOFA score, GWTG-HF risk score, history of cerebral infarction, and aldosterone blocker therapy. The SOFA score (HR 1.227, 95% CI 1.130 to 1.326, P < 0.001), GWTG-HF risk score (HR 1.054, 95% CI 1.029 to 1.078, P < 0.001), and age (HR, 1.069, 95% CI 1.048 to 1.092, P < 0.001) were found to be independent predictors of all-cause death, and the HR of the SOFA score was the highest of these parameters (Table @2 ).
Analysis of improvement in predicted probability
Incorporating the SOFA score into the GWTG-HF risk score yielded a significant NRI (0.528, 95% CI 0.291 to 0.765) and IDI (0.046, 95% CI 0.020 to 0.072). On the DCA, the SOFA score model showed a net benefit compared with the reference model across the entire range of threshold probabilities ( Figure @3 ).
Discussion
Several important findings came out of this study. First, higher SOFA scores and GWTG-HF risk scores on admission Figure 1 Inclusion criteria for the present study. HF, heart failure Sequential organ failure assessment score on admission predicts long-term mortality in acute heart failure patients appeared to be related to increased probabilities of all-cause death. Second, the SOFA score and the GWTG-HF risk score predicted long-term mortality in HF patients whose EF was reduced or preserved. Lastly, the SOFA score on admission was a stronger predictor of long-term all-cause mortality than the GWTG-HF risk score. The present study evaluated the value of the SOFA score describing organ failure severity for predicting long-term mortality in HF patients. Previous studies addressed the prediction of long-term mortality by parameters of compensated HF patients, although the calculations of these studies were complicated.@ [14] [15] [16] [17] To the best of our knowledge, there have been few studies demonstrating a long survival advantage associated with care at centres with better short-term mortality rates for HF patients. The GWTG-HF risk score was the only one to be related to short-term and long-term mortality. @ 8, 9 In the present results, the SOFA risk score on admission was useful for long-term mortality prediction in HF patients, even without taking into account other potentially relevant variables, such as age, aetiology of HF, and LVEF. The SOFA score provides an objective and quantitative measure of organ dysfunction over time and of morbidity in ICU patients with sepsis.@ 1-3 Furthermore, in recent years, the SOFA score was found to predict higher long-term mortality in unselected cardiac ICU patients even without taking into account other potentially relevant variables, such as patients' diagnosis and age.@ 5 In past study, renal and hepatic dysfunction in acute HF is associated with various adverse outcomes: longer hospital stay, higher rehospitalization rate, and higher mortality.@ 18, 19 Additionally, it is well known that HF is a complex syndrome that, in analogy with a neoplasm, starts from heart with an involvement of systemic organs malfunction as lung, kidney, liver, and coagulation. It was uncovered that other scores which take into account this natural history of HF in this literature.@ 20 The SOFA score was developed as a measure of the severity of organ failure by Sequential organ failure assessment score on admission predicts long-term mortality in acute heart failure patients focusing on six organ systems (central nervous, respiratory, cardiovascular, hepatic, renal, and coagulation). Moreover,
The SOFA score evaluated systemic organs malfunction (central nervous, respiratory, hepatic, and coagulation) that could not be evaluated by the GWTG-HF risk score. The SOFA score provides a satisfactory way to risk-stratify complex or undifferentiated patients, whereas disease-specific risk scores remain useful for patients who have clearly defined disease processes.@ 5, 21 In the recent study, the GWTG-HF risk score indicated similar results to the SOFA score, predicting long-term mortality in patients with HFrEF or HFpEF. Previous data showed that the GWTG-HF risk score evaluates short-term and long-term mortality in patients with HFrEF or HFpEF.@ 6, 8, 9 There are some differences in terms of pathophysiology and clinical characteristics between HFpEF and HFrEF.@ 22 Various parameters have been previously established for risk stratification.@ 6,7 However, each of these parameters alone is insufficient for predicting prognosis, because each parameter represents only a certain aspect of the complicated Comparisons between survivors and patients with all-cause death on multivariate analysis using baseline data, left ventricular ejection faction (LVEF), sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score, and the American Heart Association Get With the Guidelines-Heart Failure (GWTG-HF) risk score on admission. pathophysiological mechanisms of HFpEF or HFrEF. Taken together, a novel risk stratification model created from various parameters such as the GWTG-HF risk score would reflect the systemic condition more precisely in patients with HF. The simplicity and ease of use of the SOFA score are its most important advantages, since it can be calculated at the bedside and can provide mortality discrimination at least as well as more complex scores.@ 1,4 Though diagnosis-related and procedure-related data and age are not included in the SOFA score, the admission diagnosis can provide a substantial contribution to the accuracy of mortality prediction with other models. In the multivariate Cox proportional hazard model, the HR of the SOFA score was the highest of these parameters. Patients with an increasing SOFA score on admission are at increased risk of long-term all-cause death. NRI and IDI are valuable tools when evaluating the ability of a modified model to discriminate, which was assessed by examining changes in the AUC. Finally, a DCA, a method of calculating the net benefit in which the true positive value is subtracted from the false positive value, of the SOFA score and GWTG-HF risk score was performed. The GWTG-HF risk score is an established evaluation for predicting long-term prognosis of patients with HF. @ 8, 9 New models combining the SOFA and GWTG-HF risk scores were proven to be better than the GWTG-HF risk score alone when assessed by NRI, IDI, and DCA.
Limitations
There are some limitations of this study. First, it was a single facility, retrospective study of a selected cohort of HF patients. Second, not all patients' records included values for Sequential organ failure assessment score on admission predicts long-term mortality in acute heart failure patients variables needed to calculate the SOFA score, because of absence of arterial blood gas measurements. Additionally, most patients were not evaluated by Day 2, Day 3, or Day 4 SOFA score. There are several SOFA score derived measures are proposed in critically ill patients, such as delta SOFA score, total maximum SOFA score, and average SOFA score. However, we could not calculate delta SOFA score of patients in this study. Further study is required to examine the prognostic value of these SOFA-derived score in heart failure settings. @ [23] [24] [25] Third, we evaluated LVEF of patients by 2-D echocardiography since all patients were not evaluated by m-Simpson echocardiography. Finally, information about medication changes, clinical events following hospital discharge, and cause of death was not available.
Conclusions
Using an electronic algorithm, it is easy to calculate the SOFA score for HF patients. The SOFA score is a simple and validated mortality risk score for the short term. In acute HF patients, long-term all-cause mortality can also be predicted by the SOFA score. Discriminative performance metrics such as NRI, IDI, and DCA were improved on incorporation of the SOFA score for prediction of mortality. Figure 3 Decision curve analysis for heart failure prediction in total participants, with and without the sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score. The grey line is the net benefit of treating all participants similarly, assuming that all would die; the net benefit of treating participants without the SOFA score is shown by the dotted black line, and that with the SOFA score is shown by the dotted red line.
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